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Since the a p are not zero, these equations determine On multiplying the first of these equations by F n , the second by -X n , and adding, we find that n p-1 where (2.7)
Under the hypothesis that the series X)l -^p| 2 an d SI ^p| 2 con " verge, it follows, as indicated before, that the series ]T)| 1/oU converges, so that limn»* |a n -i| = °°. Since, by hypothesis, \a p \ <M, £ = 1, 2, 3, • • • , we then find at once by Schwarz's inequality that the double series ]CI^P«| 2 anc * the series ]C|M 2 are convergent. It then follows exactly as in [7, p. 121 ] that the series 23|#p | 2 is convergent, and the theorem is thereby established. and, obviously, 
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